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Abstract

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of many small
sensor nodes and are commonly used to collect data and
monitor hostile environments. Due to the factor of the
cost, sensor nodes are lack of tamper-resistance and are
deployed in unattended environments. Sensor nodes are
easily captured by an intruder and compromised. An in-
truder will extract the secret elements in the sensor nodes
including the group key. If an intruder knows the group
key, he can use the group key to break down the wire-
less sensor network. To prevent a malicious intruder from
knowing the group keys, the group keys should be up-
dated for a period of time. In this paper, we focus on
one of the distributed group rekeying called determinis-
tic sequence-number-based group rekeying schemes and
highlight the prone and cons of previous researches. Ac-
cording to recent studies it show the fact that there still
many challenges exist in the group rekeying schemes.

Keywords: group rekeying, wireless sensor network, secu-
rity

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are commonly used
to collect data and monitor hostile environment such as
battlefield, pollution detection, environment monitor and
health care [14], which consist of many small sensor nodes.
These sensor nodes are composed of sensing unit, process-
ing unit, transceiver, communication and power [2, 27],
which are used for collecting data and transmitting data
in an area. Then sensor nodes will transmit the data to
the base station, regarded as a powerful data center that
use these data to analyze, maintain and make decision.

Due to the factor of the cost, sensor nodes are lack
of tamper-resistance and deployed in unattended envi-
ronment [4, 28]. Hence, there are lots of malicious at-

tacks in the vulnerable wireless sensor networks such
as jamming, physical attack, black holes and Sybil at-
tack [1, 13, 22, 25, 27]. Sensor nodes are easily captured
by an intruder and compromised. An intruder will ex-
tract the secret elements in the sensor nodes including the
group key used to encrypt the secret data and insert the
secret elements in the intruder’s malicious sensor nodes.
Then an intruder deploys his malicious sensor nodes in the
network and uses the group key to break down the wire-
less sensor network by injecting false report that makes a
server not respond the real report immediately or eaves-
drop the communication of other sensors [15, 16, 17, 18].

To prevent a malicious intruder from knowing the
group keys, the group keys should be updated for a pe-
riod of time. If the group keys are not updated, the in-
truder will compromise many sensor nodes and collect
their group keys. An intruder can use these group keys
to inject the false report to make a server misjudge and
disturb the network. Hence, group rekeying mechanism is
necessary to protect the wireless sensor network from the
intruder. Group rekeying mechanism means there were
several compromised nodes in the network server, it would
execute group rekeying scheme to update all the member’s
group key to prevent attacks.

Existing group rekeying schemes are classified into two
categories: centralized schemes [12, 23, 24, 30, 31, 32] and
distributed schemes [10, 29, 35, 38, 39].

1) Centralized Group Rekeying Scheme: Centralized
schemes need a single central controller which is al-
ways a base station or a trusted third party. A single
central controller is regarded as a power center and
cannot be compromised by an intruder. The cen-
tral controller is responsible for managing the key
materials and group rekeying mechanism on the net-
work’s nodes. According to the network structures,
centralized group rekeying schemes are classified into
three categories: flat [24, 32], hierarchical [23, 31] and
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heterogeneous [12, 30] network bases. However, cen-
tralized group rekeying scheme suffers several draw-
backs [3]. The base station or the trusted third party
easily suffers from a single point of failure. Nodes
closest to the base station will become the target
of the intruder and receive the huge traffic. A sin-
gle central controller will delay the group rekeying
mechanism because the messages need to be broad-
casted to the whole network to reach the destination
nodes [33].

2) Distributed Group Rekeying Scheme: In distributed
group rekeying schemes, they do not need a central
key controller. They have multiple key controllers
and the multiple key controllers can be pre-assigned
or dynamically assigned. Distributed group rekey
schemes can be also classified into three categories:
EBS-based [29, 35], polynomial-based [10, 38] and
deterministic sequence-number-based [39]. The dis-
tributed schemes would not fall into a single point
of failure. The group rekeying phase is much faster
than centralized schemes because the messages only
need to broadcast in a few hops to the destination
nodes [33]. And it is more easily to expand the net-
work size. However, the distributed schemes suffer
the design errors because the compromised nodes will
join in the node revocation process. In this paper, we
focus on one of the distributed group rekeying called
deterministic sequence-number-based group rekeying
schemes and highlight the prone and cons of previous
researches.

The Exclusion Basis System (EBS) [8] was proposed by
Eltoweissy et al. in 2004. The EBS is based on a combina-
torial formulation of the group multicast key management
problem which provides a general framework for the key
management systems. In ESB-based scheme. Nodes are
assigned with several keys from a global key pool. And
the group rekeying mechanism is executed from periodi-
cal time, or it is executed when certain number of nodes
are compromised. In the group rekeying phase, the tem-
porary keys are create. Therefore, these temporary keys
encrypted with all the new group key are sent to the nodes
which are not compromised by the intruder. The ESB-
based schemes can be found in [7, 8, 9, 21, 29, 35].

The Polynomial-based schemes hide the new group
key in a polynomial. When the compromised nodes are
detected, the network will do the group rekeying pro-
cess. The new calculated polynomial will broadcast to
the whole wireless sensor network. The new polynomial
is constructed by the secret element of the nodes which
are not compromised and the new group key. All nodes
receive the new polynomial and put their secret elements
in the new polynomial. If the nodes are legitimate, they
will get the new group key from the polynomial. Other-
wise, the compromised nodes cannot derive the new group
key from the polynomial. The Polynomial-based schemes
can be found in [5, 10, 37, 38].

In this paper, we survey the previous researches

of deterministic sequence-number-based group rekeying
schemes on wireless sensor networks. Our purpose is to
analyze the previous researches focused on their strengths
and weaknesses. Finally, we proposed the future work
about the group rekeying scheme.

The rest of paper is assigned as follows: Section 2,
we classify the basic requirements of security and effi-
ciency used to analyze previous researches. Section 3,
we discuss the existing schemes of deterministic sequence-
number-based group rekeying in detail. Section 4, we an-
alyze previous researches and demonstrate their pros and
cons.Finally, we summarize and discuss the future work
of group rekeying schemes in wireless sensor networks in
Section 5.

2 Basic Requirements and Evalu-

ation Metrics

According to [11, 20, 26, 34] in survey papers, we focused
on the security and efficiency of group rekeying schemes
to sort out their basic requirements. We classified these
requirements into two categories: security metrics and ef-
ficiency metrics. We discuss as follows. Then we use these
requirements to analyze the existing schemes in Section 4.

2.1 Security Metrics

Group rekeying schemes have to ensure the network se-
curity. When detecting malicious nodes in the network,
the group rekeying phase must be executed and the com-
promised nodes must be revoked. The new group key
must keep in secret and the compromised nodes cannot
use the old group key to derive the current new group
key. Hence, a secure group rekeying scheme has to revoke
the malicious nodes immediately when they are detected.
The group key has to ensure both forward and backward
secrecy and collusion resistance. In addition, resilience is
a guide to see if the group rekeying scheme is efficiency
or not.

1) Node Revocation: Once an intruder deploys his ma-
licious sensor nodes in the network and tries to use
the group key to break down the network, a secure
solution should detect the malicious sensor nodes im-
mediately and revoke them from the network. A ef-
fective scheme is good to protect the network from
suffering the compromised nodes interference by in-
jecting false report that makes a server not respond
the real report immediately or eavesdrop the commu-
nication of other sensors.

2) Forward and Backward Secrecy: Forward secrecy
means even if an intruder extracts the old group key
from a legitimate sensor node, he cannot use the old
group key to decrypt new messages. Backward se-
crecy ensures that a compromised node knows a cur-
rent new group key cannot go backward to disclose
the previous encrypted messages. Both forward and
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Table 1: Notations for deterministic sequence-number-based group rekeying scheme

BS Base station
CH Cluster head
IDα Node α’s identity
f(·) Pseudo-random function

Ek(M) Encrypt message M with key k

RB A random number generated by base station
Rα A random number generated by node α

H(·) A one-way hash function
MACk(M) Message authentication code of message M using a symmetric key k

TL Life time of pairwise key or group key
N Group size
d number of member nodes

backward secrecy are important to prevent node cap-
ture attacks.

3) Collusion Resistance: An intruder might capture num-
bers of sensor nodes in the network. He can extract a
number of group keys in the same time. And the in-
truder deploys his malicious sensor nodes in the net-
work. Collusion resistance means an intruder cannot
use these compromised nodes collaboratively to dis-
close all the current group key. A secure scheme must
withstand the collaboration of compromised nodes
attack.

4) Resilience: Resilience is used to describe the whole
network. An intruder can compromise a number of
sensor nodes in the wireless sensor network. If re-
silience is weak, just a few compromised nodes will
lead to the whole network breaking down. On the
other hand, if resilience is high, the network can tol-
erate a large number of compromised nodes in the
network and not to affect the function of wireless
sensor networks.

2.2 Efficiency Metrics

Saving energy resources and storage are an important task
in wireless sensor networks. Because the limited resources
are precious in the network. All overheads must be overall
reduced, such as the cryptographic keys, operations and
computational complexity. The group rekeying schemes
should be as lightweight as possible.

1) Memory: Sensor nodes typically do not contain suf-
ficient storage and use the memory to store secret
elements such as identity of itself, public and private
key, group key, pairwise key, identity of its neigh-
boring and certificate. Due to the resource-starved
sensors, the storage of sensors should be as low as
possible.

2) Energy: Limited energy is a problem in wireless sen-
sor networks. It is generally considered that data

transmission and data reception are the most energy
consumption operations [19]. However, the energy
consumption are also involved in the group rekeying
process. If the operation of generating new group
keys is too complex, it will waste too much energy
in nodes. Hence, saving energy is one of the most
important tasks in WSNs.

3 Deterministic Sequence-

number-based Group Rekeying

Scheme

In this section, we review the deterministic sequence-
number-based group rekeying scheme for WSNs. We
survey several previous schemes and discuss the exist-
ing literatures in detail. We also highlight their contri-
butions and analyze them in Section 4. In determinis-
tic sequence-number-based group rekeying schemes, each
node broadcast its randomly chosen number to its neigh-
boring nodes, and uses the random number to establish
the pairwise key between its neighbors. We will discuss
the differences between the various schemes below and the
notations for Deterministic sequence-number-based group
rekeying schemes are summarized in Table 1.

3.1 LEAP Scheme

In the LEAP protocol proposed by Zhu et al. [39], the
base station (BS) generates an initial key KI in pre-
deployment phase and inserts KI in each node. A node
α can derive its master key Kα = fKI

(IDα). When
the deploy phase is done, node α tries to find its neigh-
bors. First, node α broadcasts IDα to its neighbors and
waits for its neighbors responding their identity. For ex-
ample, as shown in Figure 1, when node α’s neighbor-
ing node v received IDα, node v respond its IDv and
MACKv

(IDα|IDv). Node α use initial key KI to cal-
culate Kv = fKI

(IDv) and verify the identity of node v.
Then, node α and v calculate their pairwise shared key in-
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Figure 1: LEAP Scheme

dependently. Node α uses KI to calculate Kv = fKI
(IDv)

and derives pairwise shared key Kαv by Kαv = fKv
(IDα).

Node v use the same way to calculate Kαv.
In group rekeying phase, cluster head (CHα) estab-

lishes the pairwise key among its member nodes before
group rekeying phase. When all the member in the same
group are establishing the pairwise key among the CHα.
Then CHα randomly chooses new group key Knew and
encrypts Knew with pair-wise key EKαv

(Knew) sending to
its member nodes. However, this group rekeying scheme
falls into two drawbacks [36]. First, the pairwise key al-
ways uses the same formula and the initial key KI to
compute. It makes a easy way for an intruder to get a
pairwise key. If an intruder captures a sensor node, he
would get KI easily and use KI , so all pairwise keys can
be easily computed. Second, the above processes are not
authenticated, an intruder can exhaust resource by inject-
ing fake hello messages. In 2006, Zhu et al. proposed an
improved scheme of the LEAP protocol, but that scheme
did not solve these two problems [40].

3.2 OTMK Scheme

Deng et al. proposed OTMK scheme in 2005, which was
used for improving the LEAP scheme [6]. In OTMK,
sensor nodes are pre-assigned with a master key Km.
When a node α wants to establish pairwise keys to its
neighboring nodes, as shown in Figure 2, it first broad-
casts the encrypted JOIN message EKm

(IDα||Rα) us-
ing the master key Km where Rα is a random number
chosen by node α. Then its neighboring node v receives
this decrypted this message and replies to node α. If
both nodes, α and v, receive JOIN message from each
other,they will use their ID and a random number to es-
tablish their pairwise key, Kαv = f(IDα||IDv||Rα||Rv)
when IDα < IDv. Otherwise, IDα > IDv their pairwise
key is Kvα = f(IDv||IDα||Rv||Rα). In OTMK, the group

rekeying phase followed LEAP protocol. When a node is
revoked, the CH generates a new group key Knew and
encrypts Knew with their pairwise key.

However, OTMK uses the master key Km to encrypt
the JOIN message, which is similar to initial key KI in
LEAP protocol. If an intruder knows Km, he can eas-
ily break down the network by deploying his malicious
nodes. Because the function f(·) is public known to every-
one. Hence, an intruder can eavesdrop the encrypt JOIN

message between two nodes and get the (R, ID). Then he
can use the leaking information to compute all the pair-
wise keys in the network. Therefore, he can disturb the
WSNs by injecting a false report, forging or overhearing.

3.3 LEAP+ Scheme

In 2006, Zhu et al. proposed an improved scheme of the
LEAP protocol named LEAP+ [40]. LEAP falls into two
drawbacks. First, the pairwise key always uses the same
formula and the initial key KI to compute. Second, the
above processes are not authenticated. To prevent an in-
truder form capturing sensor nodes in the network and
easily knowing the initial key KI , LEAP+ let the base
station randomly generate i keys: K1

I
, K2

I
, · · · , Ki

I
. These

keys are initial keys for different life time intervals. The
life time of wireless sensor network is divided into differ-
ent intervals. Each interval has its own initial key. For
example, as shown in Table 2, T1, T2, · · · , Ti have their
own initial keys K1

I
, K2

I
, · · · , Ki

I
.

Table 2: Initial keys for different life time intervals

T1 T2 · · · Ti−1 Ti

K1
I

K2
I

· · · Ki−1

I
Ki

I
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Figure 2: OTMK Scheme

When the nodes are deployed in the networks, a node
α tries to find out its neighboring nodes. As shown in
Figure 3, first, node α broadcasts a HELLO message
which contains IDα and the interval i. The neighbor-
ing nodes use Ki

I
to compute the current master key

Ki
v = fKi

I

(IDv). Then node v responds its IDv and

MACKi
v
(IDα|IDv). Node α also knows the initial key

Ki

I
, it can compute Ki

v by using IDv to verify the
MACKi

v
.

The group rekeying phase is processed as same as
LEAP protocol. To establish the group key, it follows the
pairwise key phase. A CHα wants to share the a unique
key called group key with all its member. First, a CHα

randomly generates a new group key Knew sent to the
member v1, v2, · · · , vi in the its group. Then it encrypts
the new group key using their pairwise keys EKαvi

(Knew).

LEAP+ protects the initial key KI easily by intruders.
But the first step to finding neighboring nodes in the net-
work is not authenticated. An intruder can inject fake
HELLO messages to exhaust the resource of sensor nodes
and delay the real situation in WSNs.

3.4 EDDK Scheme

Zhang et al. proposed an energy-efficient distributed de-
terministic key management scheme (EDDK) in 2011 [36],
which was proposed to solve resource exhausting attacks
and DoS attacks in OTMK [6]. In EDDK scheme, each
node is preloaded with a pseudo-random function f(·),
initial key KI , and local group key KG is used to com-
municate with all its member nodes. Each node needs to
store the pairwise keys, a neighboring table and the ran-
dom number. Like LEAP, every node can use the pseudo-
random function f(·) and initial key KI to compute its
individual key. For example, node α’s individual key can
be derived as Kα = fKI

(IDα).

In the pairwise key establishment phase, as shown
in Figure 4, a node α first computes its individ-
ual key Kα, generates a random sequence num-
ber Rα and broadcasts the JOIN message to
its neighboring nodes. JOIN message contains
IDα||EKα

(Rα||KG)||MACKα
(IDα||EKα

(Rα||KG)).
When both nodes, α and v receive the JOIN message
from each other, they will verify the correctness of the
JOIN message. After verifying the pairwise keys are
generated: Kαv = f(Kα ⊕ Kv, Rα ⊕ Rv).

To prevent an intruder from compromising a number of
sensor nodes in the network, both pairwise key and group
key have to rekey periodically. When an intruder captures
a large number of sensors and tries to break down the net-
work, the rekeying phase will be started. In EDDK, the
smallest ID will do the rekeying procedure which is simi-
lar to OTMK. For instance, if IDα < IDv, node α will do
the rekeying procedure. Node α will unicast node v pair-
wise rekeying message which contains IDα || IDv || TL

|| EKold
αv

(Knew
αv )||MACKold

αv
(IDα||IDv||TL||EKold

αv
(Knew

αv )).
When node v receives the message and uses the old
pairwise key to authenticate and get the new pairwise
key. Then node v will send back the acknowledgement
IDα||IDv||TL + 1||MAKKnew

αv
(IDα||IDv||TL + 1). The

group rekeying phase is the same as pairwise rekeying
phase. The CHα will generate a new group key Knew

G
and

broadcast to all its member IDα || TL || EKold

G

(Knew

G
) ||

MACKold

G

(IDα || TL || EKold

G

(Knew

G
)).

Although, EDDK can prevent replay attacks, Sybil at-
tacks and node replication attacks, an intruder does not
have enough information such as neighboring table, ran-
dom sequence number and pairwise key to decrypt and
authenticate the message. EDDK is not suitable for large
wireless sensor networks specifically for those sensor nodes
which have many neighboring nodes.
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Figure 3: LEAP+ Scheme

4 Discussions

In this section, we organize advantages and disadvantages
of the above related papers in Table 2. We also from the
perspective of security and efficiency analyze the above
literatures. In Section 2, we focus on the group rekeying
scheme to summarize the basic requirements and evalu-
ation metrics. Then we use these basic requirements to
discuss the recent studies. Recent studies indicate that
there are still many challenges existing in group rekeying
schemes.

4.1 Security and Performance Analysis

We summarize the basic security merits in four require-
ments and analyze the above related works in Table 3. In
resilience, “High” means the compromised nodes cannot
affect the network despite having a number of compro-
mised nodes in the network, which cannot break down
the whole network. “Medium” means the compromised
nodes affect less non-compromised nodes. “Low” means
the compromised nodes lead to break down the network.
We also list the communication and storage overhead in
Table 4.

5 Future Research and Conclu-

sions

In the deterministic sequence-number-based group rekey-
ing scheme, the security of group rekeying phase is based
on a secured establishing pairwise key in the wireless sen-
sor networks. According to the above literatures, before
the group rekeying phase, to establish a secure pairwise
key is crucial. A secure pairwise wise key can protect
the safety of the new group key to transfer to its mem-
ber nodes. The future work of deterministic sequence-

number-based group rekeying schemes still has a task in
establishing a secure pairwise key and need to be designed
for resource-constrained situations in WSNs. Not only
the group keys need to be updated, but also the pairwise
keys have to be done. It also can use an efficient de-
tection of the node replication protocol [20]to detect the
compromised nodes in the WSNs first, and it then execute
the group rekeying schemes to update the old group key.
Combining these two protocols can be implemented in a
real WSNs situation. For example, we can implement in
a hostile environments such as battlefield, pollution de-
tection, environment monitor and health care.

In recent years, wireless sensor networks have been
widely used in many fields. In our survey papers,we focus
on one of the distributed group rekeying called determin-
istic sequence-number-based group rekeying schemes and
discuss the related works in detail. We also highlight the
prone and cons of previous researches and propose the
future work about the group rekeying scheme. Accord-
ing to recent studies, it shows that there are still many
challenges existing in group rekeying schemes.
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